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Abstract
Consider the problem of learning a kernel for use in SVM classification. We
bound the estimation error of a large margin classifier when the kernel, relative
to which this margin is defined, is chosen from a family of kernels based on the
training sample.
For a kernel family with pseudodimension dφ , we present a
q

bound of Õ(dφ + 1/γ 2 )/n on the estimation error for SVMs with margin γ.
This is the first bound in which the relation between the margin term and the
family-of-kernels term is additive rather then multiplicative. The pseudodimension of families of linear combinations of base kernels is the number of base
kernels. Unlike in previous (multiplicative) bounds, there is no non-negativity
requirement on the coefficients of the linear combinations. We also give simple
bounds on the pseudodimension for families of Gaussian kernels.
This is an extended abstract of a paper presented at the 19th Annual Conference on Learning Theory (COLT), June 2006.
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Introduction

In support vector machines (SVMs), as well as other similar methods, prior knowledge is represented through a kernel function specifying the inner products between an implicit representation of
input points in some Hilbert space. A large margin linear classifier is then sought in this implicit
Hilbert space. Using a “good” kernel function, appropriate for the problem, is crucial for successful
learning: The kernel function essentially specifies the permitted hypothesis class, or at least which
hypotheses are preferred.
In the standard SVM framework, one commits to a fixed kernel function apriori, and then searches
for a large margin classifier with respect to this kernel. If it turns out that this fixed kernel in
inappropriate for the data, it might be impossible to find a good large margin classifier. Instead, one
can search for a data-appropriate kernel function, from some class of allowed kernels, permitting
large margin classification. That is, search for both a kernel and a large margin classifier with
respect to the kernel. In this paper we develop bounds for the sample complexity cost of allowing
such kernel adaptation.
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Learning the Kernel

As in standard hypothesis learning, the process of learning a kernel is guided by some family of
potential kernels. A popular type of kernel family consists of kernels that are a linear, or convex,
combinations of several base kernels [1, 2, 3]1 :
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Such kernel families are useful for integrating several sources of information, each encoded in a
different kernel, and are especially popular in bioninformatics applications [4, 5, 6, and others].
Another common approach is learning (or “tuning”) parameters of a parameterized kernel, such as
the covariance matrix of a Gaussian kernel, based on training data [7, 8, 9, 10, and others]. This
amounts to learning a kernel from a parametric family, such as the family of Gaussian kernels:
n
o
0
def
`
KGaussian
= KA : (x1 , x2 ) 7→ e−(x1 −x2 ) A(x1 −x2 ) | A ∈ R`×` , A < 0
(3)
Infinite-dimensional kernel families have also been considered, either through hyperkernels [11] or
as convex combinations of a continuum of base kernels (e.g. convex combinations of Gaussian
kernels) [12, 13]. In this paper we focus on finite-dimensional kernel families, such as those defined
by equations (1)–(3).
Learning the kernel matrix allows for greater flexibility in matching the target function, but this of
course comes at the cost of higher estimation error, i.e. a looser bound on the expected error of
the learned classifier in terms of its empirical error. Bounding this estimation gap is essential for
building theoretical support for kernel learning, and this is the focus of this paper.
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Learning Bounds with Learned Kernels—Previous Work

For standard SVM learning, with a fixed kernel, one can show that, with high probability, the estimation error (gapq
between the expected error and empirical error) of a learned classifier with margin

γ is bounded by Õ(1/γ 2 )/n where n is the sample size and the Õ() notation hides logarithmic
factors in its argument, the sample sizeand the allowed failure probability. That is, the number of
samples needed for learning is Õ 1/γ 2 .
Lanckriet et al. [1] showed that when a kernel is chosen from aq
convex combination of k base kernels,
the estimation error of the learned classifier is bounded by Õ(k/γ 2 )/n where γ is the margin
of the learned classifier under the learned kernel. Note the multiplicative interaction between the
margin complexity term 1/γ 2 and the number of base kernels k. More recently, Micchelli et al. [14]
derived bounds for the family of Gaussian kernels of equation (3). The dependence of these bounds
on the margin
qand the complexity of the kernel family is also multiplicative—the estimation error is
bounded by Õ(C` /γ 2 )/n, where C` is a constant that depends on the input dimensionality `.
The multiplicative interaction between the margin and the complexity measure of the kernel class is
disappointing. It suggests that learning even a few kernel parameters (e.g. the coefficients λ) leads
to a multiplicative increase in the required sample size. It is important to understand whether such a
multiplicative increase in the number of training samples is in fact necessary.
Bousquet and Herrmann [2, Theorem 2] and Lanckriet et al. [1] also discuss bounds for families
of convex and linear combinations of kernels that appear to be independent of the number of base
kernels. However, we show that these bounds are meaningless: The bound on the expected error is
never less than one. We are not aware of any previous work describing meaningful explicit bounds
for the family of linear combinations of kernels given in equation (1).
1
P Lanckriet et al. [1] impose a bound on the trace of the Gram matrix of Kλ —this is equivalent to bounding
λi when the base kernels are normalized.
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New, Additive, Learning Bounds

We
q bound the estimation error, when the kernel is chosen from a kernel family K, by
Õ(dφ + 1/γ 2 )/n, where dφ is the pseudodimension of the family K. This establishes that the

bound on the required sample size, Õ dφ + 1/γ 2 grows only additively with the dimensionality
of the allowed kernel family (up to logarithmic factors). This is a much more reasonable price to
pay for not committing to a single kernel apriori.
The pseudodimension of most kernel families matches our intuitive notion of the dimensionality of
the family, and in particular:
• The pseudodimension of a family of linear, or convex, combinations of k base kernels
(equations 1,2) is at most k.
`
• The pseudodimension of the family KGaussian
of Gaussian kernels (equation 3) for inputs
`
x ∈ R , is at most `(` + 1)/2. If only diagonal covariances are allowed, the pseudodimension is `. If the covariances (and therefore A) are constrained to be of rank at most k, the
pseudodimension is at most k` log2 (22k`).

5

Plan of Attack

For a fixed kernel, it is well knownpthat, with probability at least 1 − δ, the estimation error of
all margin-γ classifiers is at most O(1/γ 2 − log δ)/n [15]. To obtain a bound that holds for
all margin-γ classifiers with respect to any kernel K in some finite kernel family K, consider a
union bound over the |K| events “the estimation error is large for some margin-γ classifier with
respect to K” for each K ∈ K. Using the above bound with δ scaled by the cardinality |K|, the
union
bound ensures us that with probability at least 1 − δ, the estimation error will be bounded by
p
O(log |K| + 1/γ 2 − log δ)/n for all margin-γ classifiers with respect to any kernel in the family.
In order to extend this type of result also to infinite-cardinality families, we employ the standard
notion of -nets: Roughly speaking, even though a continuous family K might be infinite, many
kernels in it will be very similar and it will not matter which one we use. Instead of taking a union
bound over all kernels in K, we only take a union bound over “essentially different” kernels. We
apply standard results in order to show that the number of “essentially different” kernels in a family
grows exponentially only with the dimensionality of the family, yielding an additive term (almost)
proportional to the dimensionality.
As is standard in obtaining such bounds, our notion of “essentially different” refers to a specific
sample and so symmetrization arguments are required in order to make the above conceptual arguments concrete. To do so cleanly and cheaply, we use an -net of kernels to construct an -net of
classifiers with respect to the kernels, noting that the size of the -net increases only multiplicatively
relative to the size of an -net for any one kernel. An important component of this construction is
the observation that kernels that are close as real-valued functions also yield similar classes of classifiers. Using our constructed -net, we can apply standard results bounding the estimation error in
terms of the log-size of -nets, without needing to invoke symmetrization arguments directly.
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Summary

We establish the first generalization error bounds for kernel-learning SVMs where the margin complexity term and the dimensionality of the kernel family interact additively rather then multiplicatively (up to log factors). The additive interaction yields stronger bounds. We believe that the implied
additive bounds on the sample complexity represent its correct behavior (up to log factors), although
this remains to be proved.
The results we present significantly improve on previous results for convex combinations of base
kernels, for which the only previously known bound had a multiplicative interaction [1], and for
Gaussian kernels with a learned covariance matrix, for which only a bound with a multiplicative
interaction and an unspecified dependence on the input dimensionality was previously shown [14].
3

We also provide the first explicit non-trivial bound for linear combinations of base kernels—a bound
that depends only on the (relative) margin and the number of base kernels. The techniques we
introduce for obtaining bounds based on the pseudodimension of the class of kernels should readily
apply to straightforward derivation of bounds for many other classes.
We note that previous attempts at establishing bounds for this setting [1, 2, 14] relied on bounding the
Rademacher complexity [15] of the class FK . However, generalization error bounds derived solely
from
√ the Rademacher complexity R[FK ] of the class FK must have a multiplicative dependence
on B/γ. As we show, an analyzis based on covering number bounds yields significantly tighter
bounds.
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